The PSAT will be administered to all Sophomores and Juniors on **Wednesday, October 10th**. The PSAT/NMSQT is the qualifying test for the National Merit Scholarship Program, one of the largest recognition and scholarship programs in the country. To learn more about the test and scholarship opportunities, visit [psat.org](http://psat.org). Permission Slips & Release Forms for the Senior Fun Day at Lake Lopez are due on **Wednesday, October 3rd**. Please give your completed forms to Mrs. McCarthy. The buses will be leaving at 8:15am and returning at 4:00pm on Wednesday, October 10th.

Here are a few examples of what's going on in classrooms this week:

- **AP English Language** students are analyzing the ethos, pathos and logos of photographs, political cartoons and other visual images. **Pre-Calculus** classes are exploring functions graphically and algebraically. **Biology** students are examining cell structure, transport and signaling. And **Context & Application** classes are studying and creating Egyptian Art.
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